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Dear Councilmember,

As City of Los Angeles residents living next to the cleanup site at the Santa Susana Field
Laboratory (SSFL),we are writing to express our strong support for the resolution
introduced by Councilmen Englander and Zine (13-0002-S6) for the City of Los Angeles
to oppose any legislation or administrative action which would transfer ownership of
NASA's property at the SSFLuntil the site is completely cleaned up to background, as
promised.

SSFLwas the site of extensive nuclear reactor work and rocket testing for decades which
has left a legacy of contamination. NASA's portion of the lab is grossly contaminated with
toxic chemicals including TCE, perchlorate, dioxins, heavy metals, and various volatile
and semi-volatile organics that have harmful health effects.

In 2010, a big step toward protecting public health from these chemicals was made when
NASA Signed an agreement with the state's Department of Toxic Substances Control to
cleanup it's property at the site to background levels of contamination.

This important cleanup agreement may be in jeopardy if NASA transfers its land prior to
fully cleaning it up. This can affect large numbers of people who live in the area.

I urge you to help protect the health and well-being of communities in Southern
California that may be negatively impacted by the pollution at SSFLby voting yes on the
Englander /Zine resolution and assuring that there is no transfer considered until after the
promised cleanup to background, as required in the Agreement on Consent, is
completed.

Sincerely,

North Valley Democratic Club
Northridge, CA
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Dear Councilmember,

As City of Los Angeles residents living next to the cleanup site at the Santa Susana Field
Laboratory (SSFL),we are writing to express our strong support for the resolution
introduced by Councilmen Englander and Zine (13-0002-56) for the City of Los Angeles
to oppose any legislation or administrative action which would transfer ownership of
NASA's property at the SSFLuntil the site is completely cleaned up to background, as
promised.

SSFLwas the site of extensive nuclear reactor work and rocket testing for decades which
has left a legacy of contamination. NASA's portion of the lab is grossly contaminated with
toxic chemicals including TCE, perchlorate, dioxins, heavy metals, and various volatile
and semi-volatile organics that have harmful health effects.

In 2010, a big step toward protecting public health from these chemicals was made when
NASA signed an agreement with the state's Department of Toxic Substances Control to
cleanup it's property at the site to background levels of contamination.

This important cleanup agreement may be in jeopardy if NASA transfers its land prior to
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Dear Councilmember,
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introduced by Councilmen Englander and Zine (13-0002-56) for the City of Los Angeles
to oppose any legislation or administrative action which would transfer ownership of
NASA's property at the SSFLuntil the site is completely cleaned up to background, as
promised.

SSFLwas the site of extensive nuclear reactor work and rocket testing for decades which
has left a legacy of contamination. NASA's portion of the lab is grossly contaminated with
toxic chemicals including TCE, perchlorate, dioxins, heavy metals, and various volatile
and semi-volatile organics that have harmful health effects.

In 2010, a big step toward protecting public health from these chemicals was made when
NASA signed an agreement with the state's Department of Toxic Substances Control to
cleanup it's property at the site to background levels of contamination.

This important cleanup agreement may be in jeopardy if NASA transfers its land prior to
fully cleaning it up. This can affect large numbers of people who live in the area.

I urge you to help protect the health and well-being of communities in Southern
California that may be negatively impacted by the pollution at SSFLby voting yes on the
Englander /Zine resolution and assuring that there is no transfer considered until after the.
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Dear city council members,

We urge you to support En§l:7rder's resolution that states that SSFLshould be completely cleaned up

pursuing to the agreement of tonsent before any talk of transfer.
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